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Abstract

2

Background. Computerized navigation improves the clinical outcome of pedicle screw

3

placement surgery. Navigation requires spatial registration of preoperative images to the

4

intraoperative tracking coordinate system. This registration may be accomplished using

5

tracked ultrasound snapshots, allowing for accurate pedicle screw placement without

6

ionizing radiation. Questions. Are there reliable ultrasound landmarks that can be

7

identified in each vertebra? Do tracked ultrasound snapshots provide accurate registration

8

of pedicle screw plans in an intraoperative setting? Methods. Ultrasound visibility of

9

registration landmarks were checked on volunteers and phantoms. Two artificial lumbar

10

spine phantoms were used to evaluate registration accuracy of pedicle screw plans using

11

tracked ultrasound snapshots. An ultrasound machine with integrated electromagnetic

12

tracking was used for tracked ultrasound acquisition. Registration was performed using

13

the 3D Slicer open-source software1. Results. The four articular processes proved to be

14

reliable ultrasound registration landmarks. Pedicle screw plans were registered to the

15

intraoperative coordinate system using landmarks at sufficient accuracy. The registered

16

plans did not intersect the pedicle walls. Registered plan positions had an error less than

17

1.28 ± 1.37 mm (average ± SD) in each direction, and angle difference less than 1.92 ±

18

1.95 degrees around each axis relative to the ground truth plan positions. Conclusions.

19

Landmarks on tracked ultrasound snapshots provide accurate pedicle screw plan

20

registration in computer navigated surgery. Clinical Relevance. Tracked ultrasound may

21

allow accurate, computer navigated pedicle screw placement without ionizing radiation.

1

www.slicer.org
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Introduction

23

Few surgical procedures motivate computerized navigation technologies more than

24

pedicle screw placement. Being the standard of care in many spinal deformation diseases,

25

improvement of this procedure has an impact on a large patient population, which

26

includes children and seniors. Vertebrae and surgical tools can be equipped with position

27

tracking devices, enabling accurate and real-time virtual reality visualization. Various

28

intraoperative navigation methods have been developed and published over the past

29

decades. In this paper, we evaluate tracked ultrasound snapshots (TUSS) [20] for

30

intraoperative localization of planned screw positions in pedicle screw navigation.

31

Although pedicle screw placement is considered a low-risk procedure [4], intraoperative

32

3-D navigation by continuous tracking of the instruments can prevent adverse outcomes

33

and decrease intraoperative ionizing radiation. In particular, real-time 3-D navigation is

34

associated with significantly less operation time and blood loss compared to fluoroscopic

35

guidance [24], while also reducing the radiation burden on operating staff [3, 1].

36

Furthermore, having access to 3-D guidance during navigation results in fewer screw

37

removals and reduces the number of potentially unsafe screws [19]. In fact, a recent

38

meta-analysis of published literature revealed that the risk of pedicle perforation drops

39

from 15% to 6% with computer navigation in pedicle screw placement [17]. These

40

favorable effects motivate research into an optimal navigation technology that is simple,

41

low-cost and accurate, as well as safe for patients and operating staff.

42

Registration of a preoperative computed tomography (CT) with an intraoperative

43

stereotactic guidance system can completely eliminate ionizing radiation during pedicle

44

screw placement, while maintaining highly accurate screw placement [8]. This

4
45

registration method requires landmark localization in both the CT and the intraoperative

46

tracking coordinate systems. These landmarks determine the transformation that fuses the

47

preoperative CT with the intraoperative virtual reality navigation scene. In this study,

48

TUSS is used to find these landmarks through non-invasive ultrasound (US) imaging.

49

The resulting registration transformation is used to place the pedicle screw plans in the

50

surgical navigation coordinate system.

51

Automatic CT to US image registration methods are promising alternatives to manual

52

landmarking of US images and have been subject to intensive research for spine images;

53

however, are yet to find a method to compute a reliable registration transform on all

54

reported experimental test cases with satisfactory accuracy. Since intraoperative

55

conditions could further reduce the success rate of these automatic methods, we chose

56

manually defined landmarks as the most accurate available CT registration method for

57

this procedure. It should still be noted, however, the implications will be applicable to

58

automatic registration methods in the future when they become as reliable as manually

59

selected landmarks.

60

In our evaluation, pedicle screw positions were planned using a preoperative CT scan.

61

The plans were later registered to the surgical navigation coordinate system using TUSS

62

landmarks. We evaluated the registration based on clinical safety parameters of the

63

registered pedicle screw plans in two patient-based phantom models. The presented

64

method is open-source and conveniently available for the research community an

65

extension for the 3D Slicer application.

66
67

Materials and Methods

5
68

Plan registration workflow

69

Our proposed surgical workflow is shown in Figure 1. A preoperative CT scan was used

70

to define pedicle screw positions and registration landmarks were defined on the CT

71

scans of vertebrae. In the intraoperative phase, corresponding landmarks were localized

72

using TUSS. After landmark registration, we transformed the CT-based pedicle screw

73

plans to the intraoperative navigation coordinate system for evaluation.

74

Landmark-based registration transformation is computed using the Fiducial Registration

75

module of the 3D Slicer application.

76

Tracked US and navigation system

77

The design of the intraoperative navigation system is shown in Figure 4. We used a Sonix

78

Tablet (Ultrasonix, Richmond, BC, Canada) US machine, with an integrated GPS

79

extension for electromagnetic position tracking. This tracker hardware extension is

80

comprised of a DriveBay electromagnetic tracker (Ascension, Burlington, VT, USA) and

81

an adjustable arm that holds the EM transmitter. The 3-D navigation software was

82

implemented as an extension (PerkNav) for the 3D Slicer application [20]. The

83

navigation software ran on a dedicated computer, getting real-time tracking and US

84

image data through a network connection from the US machine, using the OpenIGTLink

85

data communication protocol [18].

86

Pedicle screw plans used for evaluation

87

We used two rapid prototyped spine segments of L2-L5 for the evaluation of the

88

presented TUSS-based pedicle screw plan registration. The spine models were generated

89

by manually contouring one healthy and one degenerative spine CT scans. Planning of
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the pedicle screws was done using four points in the CT image of each pedicle (Figure 2).

91

Optimal positions and orientations of the screws were determined by manually placing

92

these points on the left and right edge of the pedicles on coronal CT slices in an anterior

93

and a posterior section of the pedicles. Corresponding predefined points on the screw

94

models were registered to these CT points to obtain optimal positions of the screws for

95

each pedicle.

96

Planned positions of the screws in the healthy and the degenerative models are shown in

97

Figure 3. All planned screws are 4 mm in diameter and 50 mm in length.

98

Anatomical landmarks for CT and US images

99

Registration from the CT image to the surgical navigation scene was done using

100

anatomical landmark points on the vertebrae. For this, we identified landmarks that are

101

visible on both CT and intraoperative US images. Previous studies show that the articular

102

processes of the vertebrae are reliable landmarks in both imaging modalities [22].

103

Lumbar spine images of 10 human subjects were examined to verify visibility of

104

anatomical landmarks on US images. The study protocol was approved by the Health

105

Sciences Research Ethics Board at Queen's University. Written informed consent was

106

obtained from subjects prior to participation in the study. The clinical parameters of the

107

examined population are shown in Table 1. Registration landmarks were defined as the

108

most posterior points of the four articular processes of each vertebra.

109

Finding the articular processes with US imaging can be a difficult task. Therefore, an

110

axial tracked US snapshot was taken to help find the intersecting sagittal US planes that
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correspond to the facet joint regions, as shown in Figure 4. US landmark points were

112

defined on sagittal tracked US snapshots.

113

Evaluation of registration accuracy

114

The proposed registration workflow was executed in two patient-based lumbar spine

115

models. One model was derived from healthy anatomy, while the other from degenerative

116

spine disease anatomy. The tests involved L2-L5 segments in each spine model, with two

117

pedicle screw plans in each vertebra.

118

We reported translational and orientation errors between US-based screw positions and

119

the CT-based screw positions. Translational error was measured at the center of the screw

120

plan, which was positioned near the center of the pedicles during the planning phase.

121

Orientation errors were decomposed into three Euler angles using the left-right, posterior-

122

anterior, and inferior-superior anatomical axes.

123

Breaches of the pedicle wall or vertebral body were also examined.

124
125

Results

126

The selected four registration landmarks were visible in all 10 human subjects, and in all

127

patient-based simulation phantoms.

128

All vertebrae in the two phantom models were successfully registered using US landmark

129

points. Figure 5 shows an overview of positions of the US-based pedicle screw plans (in

130

red) compared to the ground truth positions of the plans (in blue), along with semi-

131

transparent vertebrae in the healthy and degenerative models.
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Position and orientation differences between CT-based and US-based pedicle screw

133

plans, for all anatomical directions and axes, are summarized in Table 2.

134

We plotted the translational error in the coronal plane of individual screw centers (Figure

135

6), because projection of the error data onto this plane is most relevant from the

136

perspective of clinical complications. The maximum translation error (3.51 mm) occurred

137

in the superior direction in the degenerative model.

138

Perforation of the pedicle wall by the TUSS-based screw plans were not detected in any

139

of the pedicles.

140
141

Discussion

142

We found that TUSS may be a useful tool in pedicle screw navigation, potentially

143

improving safety and reducing ionizing radiation in spinal fusion surgeries. Landmarks

144

on TUSS images provide sufficient information to register the preoperative screw plans

145

with the surgical navigation system. The translational errors found in our evaluation

146

study were not uniform in different directions. In particular, the deviation of positions

147

was largest in the inferior-superior anatomical direction. Because facet joints were used

148

as landmarks for US-CT registration, this may be attributed to the elongated shape of the

149

facet joints in the inferior-superior direction.

150

Navigation improves the clinical outcome of spine fusion surgery, although some studies

151

fail to show significant improvement over traditional [15]. Evaluation of the surgical plan

152

is performed in different ways in the literature. Liang et al. measured position and

153

orientation error compared to a ground truth surgical plan [11]. Kawaguchi et al.
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determined critical breaches of the screws using postoperative CT [9]. Zhang et al. used

155

perforation of the pedicle wall and deviation from the lateral pedicle wall [25]. Following

156

evaluation methods described in these earlier works, we reported both position and

157

orientation accuracy of the screw plans registered using TUSS, and we examined the

158

registered plans for pedicle wall perforation.

159

The past decades have brought many innovations that have greatly assisted spinal surgery

160

navigation. A simple and robust method to control the movement of surgical tools is to

161

provide artificial mechanical constraints. Some groups have developed rapid prototyped

162

templates for the lamina based on a preoperative CT scan of the spine [9, 13]. This

163

method requires direct contact with a relatively large bone surface and is therefore is

164

unsuitable in minimally invasive procedures. The most advanced mechanical apparatus

165

designed for this operation is the SpineAssist (MAZOR Surgical Technologies, Caesarea,

166

Israel) miniature robot, mounted on a T-frame fixed rigidly to the spine [12]. Although

167

this robot provides excellent clinical outcomes [7], its cost and complexity may impose

168

limitations on its applicability as the standard of care. Liang et al. used the intersection of

169

two laser planes to guide the pedicle probe to position the guide-wires for screws [11].

170

Von Jako et al. used EM tracking in minimally invasive percutaneous pedicle screw

171

placement [21]. These two technologies successfully reduced, but did not eliminate,

172

fluoroscopy from the procedure. Intraoperative CT imaging also makes pedicle screw

173

placement safe and accurate in adult and pediatric surgery [14, 10]; however, little

174

advantage was found compared to navigation using preoperative CT [2]. Moreover, this

175

technology requires investment into expensive instrumentation and does not eliminate

176

ionizing radiation. Our presented system is based on EM tracking and US imaging, two
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technologies that are low-cost and safe for patients and operating staff. Furthermore, as

178

our method is implemented as free, open-source software, we expect it to disseminate

179

easily among researchers and eventually clinicians performing pedicle screw placements.

180

The presented study, however, has a number of limitations. The two CT scans—along

181

with the rapid prototyped bone models from which they are derived—does not give a

182

representative sample of the patient population undergoing spinal fusion surgery. A larger

183

sample size with various deformations is not yet available for us, but the presented results

184

seem promising enough to suggest that this method may have significant clinical benefit

185

in the future. Another issue is that translation errors of the screw placement are somewhat

186

biased in the superior direction (Figure 6), which indicates a systematic error in our

187

method. If the source of this bias is discovered in the future, accuracy is likely to further

188

increase.

189

As mentioned previously, landmark registration may be replaced in the future by

190

automatic CT to US registration methods. This would eliminate the need for training

191

operators for landmark recognition, and would also shorten the procedure time. Some

192

promising automatic registration methods have been already proposed. These methods

193

are either based on image-to-image registration [23], or require prior segmentation of the

194

vertebrae [6]. Biomechanical constraints can also be applied in the registration algorithm

195

to account for the characteristic deformation of the spinal column between CT and US

196

scan. However, registration still fails in a significant number of trials even under

197

experimental conditions when used in image-based [5] or surface-based algorithms [16].

198

Since success rates are reportedly below 90%, and surgical cases would probably result in

199

a lower success rate than experimental cases, we have chosen not to use these otherwise
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promising automatic registration methods. Consequently, our results may be close to the

201

highest accuracy that is achievable using intraoperative US for registration of the screw

202

plans.

203

Our findings also suggest that TUSS can be used in the navigation of other minimally

204

invasive spinal interventions, such as vertebroplasty. The invasiveness of the proposed

205

navigation method in different procedures could be further reduced by using skin-

206

mounted or table-mounted reference sensors. The presented software is suitable for

207

customization of the procedure workflow and the tracked surgical tools. We help

208

dissemination of the software and use-cases through a freely available multiplatform

209

extension to the 3D Slicer application. Further instructions for users and developers can

210

be found on the project website.

211

In conclusion, tracked US technology may effectively contribute to navigated spinal

212

fusion surgery. In particular, tracked US snapshots of vertebral landmarks can be used to

213

localize planned pedicle screw positions in the intraoperative surgical navigation scene

214

without ionizing radiation.
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Legends

Figure 1. Proposed surgical workflow with US-based registration.

17

Figure 2. Schematic system overview of the intraoperative navigation hardware and
software system.

18

Figure 3. Planning of pedicle screws is facilitated using landmark points (red dots) on the
CT image and the screw plan.

19

Figure 4. Planned screw positions are shown on the healthy spine model (A and C views)
and the degenerative spine model (B and D views). Posterior views are shown in the top
row (A and B) and right oblique view with semi-transparent bone models in the bottom
row (C and D).

20

Figure 5. Four selected landmarks for vertebra registration (left panel). US snapshots
(right panel) illustrate how to guide the sagittal plane to the facet joint area. The semitransparent vertebra overlaid on US snapshots is only for illustration, and is not visible
during actual landmark definition.

21

Figure 6. Overview of pedicle screw plan positions as defined in the CT image (blue
rods) and as registered using US snapshots (red rods) in the healthy spine model (A) and
the degenerative model (B).

22

Figure 7. Scatter plot of translation errors of individual TUSS-based screw positions
relative to the CT-based screw positions in the left-right, inferior-superior anatomical
plane.

23

Table 1. Clinical parameters of human subjects.

Parameter
Height (m) ± SD
Weight (kg) ± SD
Body mass index (BMI) ± SD
Age (years) ± SD
Sex (male/female)

Value
171.2 ±8.1
75.9 ± 20.0
25.7 ± 6.2
29.1 ± 8.2
5/5

24

Table 2. Translation (position) and orientation error of the US-based pedicle screw center
relative to the CT-based pedicle screw center. R: right, A: anterior, S: superior directions.
L-R: left-right, P-A: posterior-anterior, I-S: inferior-superior rotation axes. SD: standard
deviation.

Error Type
Translation R (mm)
Translation A (mm)
Translation S (mm)
Rotation L-R (deg)
Rotation P-A (deg)
Rotation I-S (deg)

Healthy Model
Mean ± SD
0.16 ± 0.19
-0.01 ± 1.22
0.68 ± 0.38
1.92 ± 1.95
-0.05 ± 0.42
0.40 ± 0.99

Degenerative Model
Mean ± SD
0.55 ± 0.59
-0.35 ± 0.40
1.28 ± 1.37
1.60 ± 1.56
0.81 ± 1.15
-0.79 ± 0.46

